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ABSTRACT
This research deals with a novel approach to
classification. Iris data was used for the experiments.
Classical artificial neural networks, where a relation
between inputs and outputs is based on the
mathematical transfer functions and optimized
numerical weights, was an inspiration for this work.
Artificial neural networks need to optimize weights, but
the structure and transfer functions are usually set up
before the training. The proposed method utilizes the
symbolic regression for synthesis of a whole structure,
i.e. the relation between inputs and output(s). This paper
differs from the previous approach where only one
output pseudo node was used even for more classes. In
this case, there were synthesized more node output
equations as in classical artificial neural networks. The
benchmark was iris data as in previous research. For
experimentation, Differential Evolution (DE) for the
main procedure and also for meta-evolution version of
analytic programming (AP) was used.
INTRODUCTION
The interest about classification by means of some
automatic process has been enlarged with the
development of artificial neural networks (ANN). They
can be used also for a lot of other possible applications
like pattern recognition, prediction, control, signal
filtering, approximation, etc. All artificial neural
networks are based on some relation between inputs and
output(s), which utilizes mathematical transfer functions
and optimized weights from training process. The
setting-up of layers, number of neurons in layers,
estimating of suitable values of weights is a demanding
procedure. On account of this fact, pseudo neural
networks, which represent the novelty approach using
symbolic regression with evolutionary computation, is
proposed in this paper.
Symbolic regression in the context of evolutionary
computation means to build a complex formula from
basic operators defined by users. The basic case
represents a process in which the measured data is fitted
and a suitable mathematical formula is obtained in an
analytical way. This process is widely known for
mathematicians. They use this process when a need
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arises for mathematical model of unknown data, i.e.
relation between input and output values. The symbolic
regression can be used also for design of electronic
circuits or optimal trajectory for robots and within other
applications (Back et al., 1997), (Koza, 1998), (Koza,
1999), (O’Neill et al., 2003), (Zelinka et al., 2011),
(Oplatkova, 2009), (Varacha et al., 2006). Everything
depends on the user-defined set of operators. The
proposed technique is similar to synthesis of analytical
form of mathematical model between input and
output(s) in training set used in neural networks.
Therefore it is called Pseudo Neural Networks.
Initially, John Koza proposed the idea of symbolic
regression done by means of a computer in Genetic
Programming (GP) (Back et al., 1997), (Koza, 1998),
(Koza, 1999). The other approaches are e.g.
Grammatical Evolution (GE) developed by Conor Ryan
(O’Neill et al., 2003) and here described Analytic
Programming (Zelinka et al., 2011), (Oplatkova, 2009),
(Varacha et al., 2006).
The above-described tools were recently commonly
used for synthesis of artificial neural networks but in a
different manner than is presented here. One possibility
is the usage of evolutionary algorithms for optimization
of weights to obtain the ANN training process with a
small or no training error result. Some other approaches
represent the special ways of encoding the structure of
the ANN either into the individuals of evolutionary
algorithms or into the tools like Genetic Programming.
But all of these methods are still working with the
classical terminology and separation of ANN to neurons
and their transfer functions (Fekiac, 2011). In this paper,
the proposed technique synthesizes the structure without
a prior knowledge of transfer functions and inner
potentials. It synthesizes the relation between inputs and
output of training set items used in neural networks so
that the items of each group are correctly classified
according the rules for cost function value. The previous
research used a continuous version of classification
when just one node is enough even for more classes.
This can be done through defined intervals for
appropriate group of data. This approach seemed to be
easy at the very beginning of this research. On the other
hand, the pseudo neural networks should work similarly
to artificial neural networks. Therefore the need of more
output nodes arises. The combination of output values
gives more combinations for number of classes. The
case presented in this paper uses three output nodes
where each node will encode just one class, i.e. the
activated node (output value =1) stands for the

appropriate class, the rest of nodes should be
deactivated (the output value = 0). The data set used for
training is Iris data set (Machine Learning Repository,
Fisher 1936). It is a very known benchmark data set for
classification problem, which was introduced by Fisher
for the first time.
Firstly, Analytic Programming used as a symbolic
regression tool is described. Subsequently Differential
Evolution used for main optimization procedure within
Analytic Programming and also as a second algorithm
within metaevolution purposes is mentioned. After that
a brief description of artificial neural network (ANN)
follows. Afterwards, the proposed experiment with
differences compared to classical ANN is explained.
The result section and conclusion finish the paper.
ANALYTIC PROGRAMMING
Basic principles of the AP were developed in 2001
(Zelinka et al., 2005), (Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova,
2009), (Zelinka et al., 2011). Until that time only
genetic programming (GP) and grammatical evolution
(GE) had existed. GP uses genetic algorithms while AP
can be used with any evolutionary algorithm,
independently on individual representation. To avoid
any confusion, based on use of names according to the
used algorithm, the name - Analytic Programming was
chosen, since AP represents synthesis of analytical
solution by means of evolutionary algorithms.
The core of AP is based on a special set of mathematical
objects and operations. The set of mathematical objects
is set of functions, operators and so-called terminals (as
well as in GP), which are usually constants or
independent variables. This set of variables is usually
mixed together and consists of functions with different
number of arguments. Because of a variability of the
content of this set, it is called here “general functional
set” – GFS. The structure of GFS is created by subsets
of functions according to the number of their arguments.
For example GFSall is a set of all functions, operators
and terminals, GFS3arg is a subset containing functions
with only three arguments, GFS0arg represents only
terminals, etc. The subset structure presence in GFS is
vitally important for AP. It is used to avoid synthesis of
pathological programs, i.e. programs containing
functions without arguments, etc. The content of GFS is
dependent only on the user. Various functions and
terminals can be mixed together (Zelinka et al., 2005),
(Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova, 2009).
The second part of the AP core is a sequence of
mathematical operations, which are used for the
program synthesis. These operations are used to
transform an individual of a population into a suitable
program. Mathematically stated, it is a mapping from an
individual domain into a program domain. This
mapping consists of two main parts. The first part is
called discrete set handling (DSH) (See Figure 1)
(Zelinka et al., 2005), (Lampinen and Zelinka, 1999)
and the second one stands for security procedures which
do not allow synthesizing pathological programs. The
method of DSH, when used, allows handling arbitrary
objects including nonnumeric objects like linguistic

terms {hot, cold, dark…}, logic terms (True, False) or
other user defined functions. In the AP DSH is used to
map an individual into GFS and together with security
procedures creates the above mentioned mapping which
transforms arbitrary individual into a program.
AP needs some evolutionary algorithm (Zelinka, 2004)
that consists of population of individuals for its run.
Individuals in the population consist of integer
parameters, i.e. an individual is an integer index
pointing into GFS. The creation of the program can be
schematically observed in Fig. 2. The individual
contains numbers which are indices into GFS. The
detailed description is represented in (Zelinka et al.,
2005), (Zelinka et al., 2008), (Oplatkova et al., 2009).

Figure 1: Discrete set handling

Figure 2: Main principles of AP

AP exists in 3 versions – basic without constant
estimation, APnf – estimation by means of nonlinear
fitting package in Mathematica environment and APmeta
– constant estimation by means of another evolutionary
algorithms; meta means metaevolution.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Artificial neural networks are inspired in the biological
neural nets and are used for complex and difficult tasks
(Hertz et al., 1991), (Wasserman, 1980), (Gurney,
1997), (Fausset, 2003), (Volna et al., 2013). The most
often usage is classification of objects as also in this
case. ANNs are capable of generalization and hence the
classification is natural for them. Some other
possibilities are in pattern recognition, control, filtering
of signals and also data approximation and others.
There are several kinds of ANN. Simulations were
based on similarity with feedforward net with

supervision. ANN needs a training set of known
solutions to be learned on them. Supervised ANN has to
have input and also required output.
The neural network works so that suitable inputs in
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(feedforward net) s jednou skrytou vrstvou, vstupy x1.... xn a prahovou hodnotou 1 a
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,

(1)

y – output
x1, x2 – inputs
w1, w2 – weights.

The aim of the proposed technique is to find similar
relation to (1). This relation is completely synthesized
by evolutionary symbolic regression – Analytic
Programming.
USED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
This research used one evolutionary algorithm
Differential Evolution (Price, 2005) for both parts –
main procedure and metaevolutionary part of the
analytic programming. Future simulations expect a
usage of soft computing GAHC algorithm (modification
of HC12) (Matousek, 2007) and a CUDA
implementation of HC12 algorithm (Matousek, 2010).

v"stupní hodnotou '. Ka!dá #ipka v obrázku p!edstavuje parametr v síti. Sí" je rozd#lena
do vrstev. Vstupní vrstva je slo!ená v"hradn# ze vstup% sít#. Dále následuje skrytá vrstva,
která obsahuje p!esn# nespecifikovan" po&et neuron% nebo skryt"ch jednotek zapojen"ch
paraleln#. Ka!d" neuron provádí vá!en" sou&et vstup%, kter" pak prochází nelineární
aktiva&ní funkcí, n#kdy také naz"vanou funkcí neuronovou. V literatu!e se b#!n# uvádí
dva p!ístupy k pou!ívání vah – bu( vstupy x1 a! xn jsou pouze v#tvící uzly, u kter"ch se

Differential evolution
DE is a population-based optimization method that
works on real-number-coded individuals (Price, 2005).

For each individual xi ,G in the current generation G, DE
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xr 3,G . The resulting individual xi′,G is

crossed-over with the original individual xi ,G . The
individual

fitness of the resulting individual, referred to as a

perturbed vector ui ,G +1 , is then compared with the





fitness of xi ,G . If the fitness of ui ,G +1 is greater than the



fitness of xi , G , then



Figure 4: ANN models with one hidden layer
Obrázek 7 – P!íklad sít# s dop!edn"m #í!ením chyby


xi ,G

The example of relation between inputs and output can
be shown as a mathematical form (1). It represents the
case of only one neuron and logistic sigmoid function as
a transfer function.



otherwise, xi ,G remains in the population as xi ,G +1 . DE
is quite robust, fast, and effective, with global
optimization ability. It does not require the objective
function to be differentiable, and it works well even
with noisy and time-dependent objective functions.
Description of used DERand1Bin strategy is presented
in (2). Please refer to (Price and Storn 2001, Price 2005)
for the description of all other strategies.

ui , G +1 = xr1, G + F • (xr 2, G − xr 3, G )
Figure 5: ANN models with two hidden layers and more
outputs



is replaced with ui ,G +1 ;

(2)

PROBLEM DESIGN – IRIS PLANT DATA SET
DEFINITION
For this classification problem, iris data set was used
(Machine Learning Repository, Fisher 1936). This set
contains 150 instances. Half amount was used as
training data and the second half was used as testing
data. The data set contains 3 classes of 50 instances

each, where each class refers to a type of iris plant. One
class is linearly separable from the other 2; the latter are
NOT linearly separable from each other. Each instance
has 4 attributes (sepal length, sepal width, petal length
and petal width (Fig. 6)) and type of class – iris
virginica (Fig. 7), iris versicolor (Fig. 8) and iris sentosa
(Fig. 9). The attributes were of real values.

Figure 6: Iris - petal and sepal

Usually, the class is defined by 3 output nodes in
classical artificial neural net and binary code. After the
ANN training, it can be separated an equation for each
output node - relation between inputs, weights and the
output node. The training is done in a paralel way - all
weights, which are set up produce the final equations in
“one step”. In this paper, AP was able to create pseudo
neural net structure between inputs and also three
outputs. The synthesis of each relation between inputs
and outputs was done in serial and independent way. It
is different from the previous approach where only one
output node was used and continuous classification
within defined intervals of output values for each class.
Both approaches seem to be useful. Within more
classes, more output nodes are needed. The continuous
classification will not be able to cover e.g. 20 classes.
There will be very small differences between intervals
and it is not usable. The output values were designed as
it is usual with ANN in this case. The combination of
zeros and ones, i.e. iris setosa was (1,0,0) , iris virginica
(0,1,0) and iris versicolor (0,0,1).
As the approach is to synthesize three independent
output equations, the cost function value in eq. (3) was
given the same for all synthesized solutions, i.e. if the
cv is equal to zero, all training patterns are classified
correctly.
n

cv = " requiredOutput ! currentOutput

(3)

i=1

The training patterns were setup as the appropriate item
in the correct class to 1 and the other two kinds of plants
were zero and this was cyclically done for all cases.
RESULTS
Figure 7: Iris virginica

As described in section about Analytic Programming,
AP requires some EA for its run. In this paper APmeta
version was used. Meta-evolutionary approach means
usage of one main evolutionary algorithm for AP
process and second algorithm for coefficient estimation,
thus to find optimal values of constants in the structure
of pseudo neural networks.
In this paper, DE was used for main AP process and
also in the second evolutionary process. Settings of EA
parameters for both processes were based on performed
numerous experiments with chaotic systems and
simulations with APmeta (Table 1 and Table 2).

Figure 8: Iris versicolor

Table 1: DE settings for main process
PopSize
F
CR
Generations
Max. CF Evaluations (CFE)
Table 2: DE settings for meta-evolution
PopSize
F
CR
Generations
Max. CF Evaluations (CFE)

Figure 9: Iris setosa

20
0.8
0.8
50
1000
40
0.8
0.8
150
6000

The set of elementary functions for AP was inspired in
the items used in classical artificial neural nets. The
components of input vector x contain values of each
attribute (x1, x2, x3, x4).
Basic set of elementary functions for AP:
GFS2arg= +, -, /, *, ^, exp
GFS0arg= x1, x2, x3, x4, K
Total number of cost function evaluations for AP was
1000, for the second EA it was 6000, together 6 millions
per each simulation.
From carried simulations, several notations of input
dependency were obtained. The advantage is that
equations for each output node can be mixed. Therefore
the best shapes for each output node can be selected and
used together for correct behaviour. The following
equations (4) - (6) are just examples of the found
synthesized expressions. The training error for the
example is equal to 2 misclassified items (it means
2.66% error, 97.34% success from all 75 training
patterns) and testing error equal to 5 misclassified items
(8% error, 92% success). The other cases were of
similar errors.
(4)
! -x3(( x1
-257.159 ) ( x3-2.05754) -832.086 ) ( exp(exp(x2))+exp(x2)) $
y1 = -692.512 x3 exp #
&
-x4

438.154

#"

y2 = -5.73269 !10 -48

&%

exp(x2)-exp(-0.0010047 x1)

(

5.45627!10 221

)

# 0.0377017 x1 -387.792 320.911 x4 + x4 & -713.828 + 700.061-953.763 + exp(x2)
- exp % "
( +
x4
x1
$
'

(5)

(6)
#
%
%
950.429
y3 = exp % !
exp( exp( 57.0214 - x4))
%
exp exp ( ! exp (-238.261 + x1))
% exp x1 - 1. x3 x4 +
(
)
%$
-16.4604 + x3

(

)

&
(
(
(
5.054576515780"10 -391 + x2
(
(
('

The following output (7) is from the training set.
training output ={{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.},
{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0.,
0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.},
{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0.,
0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1.,
0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.},
{0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1.,
0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0.,
1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.},
{0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1.,
0.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0.,
1., 0.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.},
{0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0.,
1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0.,
0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.},
{0., 0., 1.}, {0., 1., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0.,
1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}}.
(7)

It is visible that 21st item in the second group (iris
versicolor) is misclassified as iris setosa and also 20th
item in the third group (iris setosa) is misclassified as
partly iris setosa and partly iris versicolor.
In the testing phase we have obtained more
misclassified items as can be seen in (8). Here we have
obtained 1 misclassified item in iris virginica (19th
item), 2 in iris versicolor (3rd and 9th items) and also 2 in
iris setosa (5th and 11th items).
testing output ={{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1.,
0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.},
{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0.,
0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1.,
0., 0.}, {1., 1., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.},
{1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {1., 0., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1.,
0.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0.,
1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 1.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.},
{0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1.,
0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0.,
1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0., 1., 0.},
{0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 1.,
1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 1., 0.}, {0.,
1., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.},
{0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0.,1.}, {0., 0.,
1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}, {0.,0., 1.}, {0.,
0., 1.}, {0., 0., 1.}}
(8)
The obtained training and testing errors are comparable
with errors obtained within other approaches as artificial
neural networks and others.
CONCLUSION
This paper deals with a novel approach – pseudo neural
networks. Within this approach, classical optimization
of the structure or weights was not performed. The
proposed technique is based on symbolic regression
with evolutionary computation. It synthesizes a whole
structure in symbolic form without a prior knowledge of
the ANN structure or transfer functions. It means that
the relation between inputs and output(s) is synthesized.
In the case of this paper, expressions for each output
node were synthesized separately and independently. It
means that structures can be mixed according the best
shape and the combinations from outputs serve similarly
as in ANN. As can be seen from the result section, such
approach is promising. For further tests some observed
critical points have to be taken into consideration.
Future plans will be focused on further tests and
comparisons with classical neural nets.
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